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A

FROM THE EDITOR

As the editor of an interior design publication, it is my job to showcase beauty
throughout our pages. And I love it. But between the devastating loss of life from
disease and the social and racial reckoning we’ve faced, it is my responsibility to do
more. Yes, there is beauty all around us. But it is time for self-reflection, to open our
eyes wider, to challenge ourselves to break barriers. And while there’s a process to
making progress, and it isn’t achieved overnight, this is what we at HD&D are striving
for, and we hope you will join us in our journey.
Our annual Arts & Architecture issue, which is once again filled with astounding
design and creativity, aspires to inspire. The past year has been marked by challenges,
fears, devastation, loss, and yet still hope. And for one group of women, even joy.
Opening up their homes, their experiences, and their talents, four women artists from
different backdrops find joy in collaboration (page 30). Scouring the globe for oneof-a-kind finds, local shop owner Ariene Bethea invites us into her home, a treasure
trove filled with global art and flair (page 18). And if life imitates art, then these new
products from both near and far demonstrate just how beautiful life can be (page 24).
With a penchant for designing modern spaces with clever solutions, architect Ken
Pursley and interior designer Bronwyn Ford were charged with transforming a dated
Uptown condo into a space that fit its residents’ tastes and was worthy of displaying
their impressive inventory of fine art (page 42). When it comes to working on the
same project twice, it’s a rarity for custom homebuilder John Bourgeois. But when his
friend and client Jane Caldwell was in the market for a smaller footprint, the Eastover
cottage he had worked on years prior was the perfect space for her collection of art
and her eclectic taste (page 52). Known for incorporating traditional and timeless
design with organic and modernistic elements, architect Ruard Veltman and in-house
interior designer Julia Wood were tasked with adding the finishing touches to a
project they started nearly a decade ago (page 62).
In these pages, I hope you see beauty and find joy. Because despite these
tumultuous times, I am inspired, reinvigorated. Listening to a young woman speak
during the inauguration brought me to tears. The charge and conviction in her voice.
The power in her words. I, for one, see the beauty in the breakdown. So I’d like to
leave you with this excerpt from Amanda Gorman’s poem The Hill We Climb:

On the Cover:
Builder John Bourgeois
updates an Eastover
cottage to suit the new
homeowner’s eclectic
and sophisticated style
(page 52).

Here’s to a new dawn.

Ashley Hotham Cox
Editor in Chief
@ashleyhcox on Instagram
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PORTRAIT: CHRIS EDWARDS; ON THE COVER: DUSTIN PECK.

When day comes we ask ourselves,
where can we find light in this never-ending shade?
The loss we carry,
a sea we must wade.
We’ve braved the belly of the beast,
We’ve learned that quiet isn’t always peace,
and the norms and notions
of what just is
isn’t always just-ice.
And yet the dawn is ours
before we knew it.
Somehow we do it.
Somehow we’ve weathered and witnessed
a nation that isn’t broken,
but simply unfinished.

Frank Smith Residential Design | Kim Mauney Interiors | Dustin Peck Photography
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY DUSTIN PECK.

dwell

style
Bethea selected Sherwin-Williams Tricorn Black as the backdrop for her
black-and-white photographs by Zanele Muholi, a South African artist.
BELOW: Bethea, in her office, stands next to a midcentury chrome dining
set that belonged to her grandmother.

The HUNTRESS
A LOCAL BOUTIQUE OWNER SHARES
HER LOVE OF GLOBAL ART, VINTAGE
FURNISHINGS, AND FLEA-MARKET FINDS.
WRITTEN BY CATHERINE RUTH KELLY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIE WILLIAMS

Ariene Bethea considers herself a modern-day huntress, regularly
foraging through consignment stores, estate sales, and online auctions
for art, furniture, books, or anything that strikes her. Her Charlotte
home is filled with her collections, including treasures from all around
the world.
“A client once said she didn’t realize you could mix Asian and
African art in the same room until she saw my house,” says Bethea,
owner of Dressing Rooms Interiors Studio.
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Orrizo Chandelier
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MAKE
THE MOST
OF HOME

YOUR LOCAL SHOWROOM: CHARLOTTE

Shop online or schedule a personalized appointment from the
comfort of your home today at fergusonshowrooms.com.

style

LEFT: A velvet Bernhardt sectional from Bethea’s childhood home anchors the
upstairs lounge. The white lamp is from her store, and the oil painting and gold
mirror are vintage scores.
RIGHT: A grouping of African masks that Bethea purchased from a local collector
are on display in the dining area. She recovered her gold-base dining chairs, a
consignment-store find, in a leopard fabric.
BOTTOM: Bethea’s office is a bold mix of bright colors and collected items, including
the painted walls in Sherwin-Williams Framboise and the chair cushion fabric, a
geometrical print by Paul Smith for Maharam, which was the inspiration for the
room’s design scheme.

“BUY THINGS YOU LOVE,
AND YOU’LL ALWAYS FIND A
PLACE FOR THEM.”
Walking through her home is nearly transportive
because of her vast assemblage of African masks, Asian
statues, and international art. Her appreciation of these
cultural relics was inspired by her mother.
“My mom loved to collect art and sculptures and masks,”
Bethea avers. “I also gravitate toward a bold and vibrant mix
because that was the style of my childhood home.”
Bethea inherited numerous pieces from her mother, including a 1960s velvet sectional in her lounge and a brightly
colored vintage oil painting that hangs over her mantle.
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721 Governor Morrison Street, Charlotte NC 28211

circainteriors.com

style

LEFT: The soaring ceilings in Bethea’s living room offer ample space to display her expansive collection of
sculptures, masks, and art. Bethea inherited the oil painting above the mantel from her mother, who instilled
in her an appreciation for art and artifacts.
RIGHT: Bethea wallpapered the back of her white faux-bamboo hutch, which holds treasures from her
mother and grandmother. The hand-carved Hawaiian hula-girl statue serves as a reminder of her wedding
venue. The iron chair belonged to her mother. Underfoot is a custom tiger rug.

A self-described color-lover, Bethea isn’t afraid to use dramatic hues.
She loved the black walls in her upstairs lounge, so she painted a wall in
her family room the same color to better display some of her sculptures,
masks, and black-and-white photographs. She knew the vivid fuchsia
walls in her office would be a perfect backdrop for her Tang horse painting—a consignment-store find—and the hand-painted Asian screen she
snagged from an estate sale.
Bethea artfully layers flea-market finds with treasured heirlooms, and
she encourages her clients to do the same.
“Your home should reflect you and your personal style,” Bethea
advises. “Buy things you love, and you’ll always find a place for them.” u
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ABOVE: A vintage papier-mâché chinoiserie mask greets guests
on Bethea’s entryway door, painted a bright red. The mask is
from her shop, Dressing Rooms Interiors Studio.

BRILLIANT
DESIGN
FOR
BEAUTIFUL
LIVES

704.241.7072

|

ANNEBURESH.COM | ANNEBURESH@GMAIL.COM

market

ART
IS LIFE
IF LIFE IMITATES ART, THEN THESE
PRODUCTS SHOW US JUST HOW
BEAUTIFUL LIFE CAN BE.
PRODUCED BY ASHLEY HOTHAM COX
WRITTEN BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY

SHAPE SHIFTER

Artist and designer Daria Zinovatnaya was born in Crimea and
has cultivated her passion since early childhood. She attended
art school and the Academy of Architecture, then embarked
on a journey to make her mark in the world of design. With a
combination of bold color and unique geometry, her furniture
pieces, accessories, and interiors are celebrated for their postmodern style. As she states, “Color is the main thing that can
change the mood and character of the object,” and her Roche
pouf for Artemest is a perfect example of her mantra and her
trademark. Small in size but big on function, the pouf combines
unusual geometric shapes made of strong beech wood with a
comfy solid cushion. It is offered in bold colorways, including
white, yellow, orange, red, purple, pink, gray, pale blue, blue,
green, brown, and black. artemest.com

With a focus on contemporary
abstract art forms, artist Frankie
Zombie—whose work has been sought
after by celebrities and networks—has
tapped into the heart of interior design,
thought-provoking murals, automotive
and musical design, fashion apparel,
philanthropy, civil rights, and beyond. His
“diary style” art form, a text-heavy form
of expression, touches on topics like
spirituality, racism, politics, and mental,
physical, and emotional health. In 2020,
Zombie participated in a civil rights
movement by creatives when he helped
design Charlotte’s Black Lives Matter
mural and later organized a sixteen-artist
mural in his hometown in Spartanburg,
South Carolina. As Frankie’s art continues
to travel to new heights from America to
Ibiza, his message continues to resonate
happiness, persistence, and change that
starts from within. frankiezombie.com
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ONCE UPON A DREAM

Leading furniture designer and manufacturer Roche Bobois has
once again partnered with a visionary artist to bring quixotic
art to the masses. This time, they have collaborated with artist
Joana Vasconcelos from Portugal. While on a visit to the Roche
Bobois showroom in 2019 in search of a lamp, Vasconcelos
discovered the Mah Jong sofa, designed by Hans Hopfer in
1971—the same year she was born. She took it as a sign that
she must collaborate with Roche Bobois. Within months, the
brand entrusted Vasconcelos with six of their designs—two
Ava chairs, the Lady B and Nuage armchairs, the Sismic and
Cute Cut tables, and, fittingly, the iconic Mah Jong. She had
carte blanche to reinterpret these designs, and the results are
magical. Colorful and dreamy, the collection is a quirky adaptation of their French art de vivre. roche-bobois.com

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: CHAIR: FRANKIE ZOMBIE, PORTRAIT: SALVATORE IAN DEMAIO; COURTESY OF ADRENALINA; COURTESY OF ROCHE BOBOIS.

A ZOMBIE
FOR YOU

@bourgeoismcginn

704 533 2280

bourgeoismcginnbuilders.com

market

IN A PINCH

The year 2021 marks the sixtieth anniversary for scent design
house Diptyque. And in a new iteration of the brand, it is
dipping its toes into home accents. With beautiful designs,
sophisticated silhouettes, and original forms, Diptyque’s
home collection captures the enchantments of everyday
objects in black and white. Geometric designs and kinetic
curves are expertly impressed on tableware like coasters,
plates, and cups, as well as vases, lanterns, candlesticks,
and trays. The unforgettable Basile pattern is prescribed in
creative methods, making this collection perfect for mixing
and matching in myriad ways. diptyqueparis.com

A TACTILE
SENSIBILITY

Designer Roxana Eslamieh has
long appreciated the underpinnings of Los Angeles’ design underbelly. And through her studies
of textiles and weaving, she found
a passion for creating truly evocative designs as a fiber artist. Thus,
Manuka Textiles was born, with
Eslamieh at the helm. The collection is composed of hand-drawn
wallpapers that are inspired by
nature and the organic ruggedness
of the cityscape surrounding the
designer. With a desire to develop
heirloom designs, bold prints and
classic forms take on a modern
approach to create a statement
wall or influence a full design
scheme. All designs are handdrawn and silk-screen printed by
hand in the United States.
manukatextiles.com
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: COURTESY OF DIPTYQUE; PRODUCT: LAURA MOSS; PORTRAIT: KREG HOLT; COURTESY OF MANUKA TEXTILES.

PATTERN PLAY

The Pinch series, a collection of knobs and pulls
by plaster artist Stephen Antonson and hardware
design house Nest Studio, finally presents sculpture
as pure function. Hardware designed for kitchen
cabinetry, appliances, furniture, larger credenzas,
and closets is expertly sculpted by the skilled hands
of Antonson and then cast in brass and handfinished so that each detail is captured. On his
process of inspiration, Antonson says, “I tried
paper. I tried aluminum foil. I tried tin. I tried plaster
gauze. I made a variety of organic shapes, molding
the plaster to an intuitive form. After making
dozens of iterations, I chose the few that felt the
most right.” Thinking of artist Henri Matisse and his
scissors, Antonson began cutting into materials to
find the shape. The collection gets its name from
the very last gesture Antonson makes with his
hands—a pinch—the one that gives the piece its
shape and dimension. neststudiocollection.com

e x p e r i e n C e
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Hastings Large Pendant
in Hand-rubbed antique brass
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WILD
THINGS

“Having always loved jewelry, adding handmade
beaded pieces that are inspired by my abstract
art and bold use of color seemed to be a natural
extension of my lifestyle brand,” says Laura Park,
Charlotte-based designer and jewelry-maker. Popular
with all walks of life, Park’s designs have graced walls,
canvases, pillows, accessories, and jewelry pieces
since 2016. Her new line of bracelets and earrings
are a perfect embodiment of Park’s aesthetic—
colorful, distinct, and full of life. Inspired by her textile
patterns, these pieces complement a dizzying array
of palettes and styles and offer a unique touch to
anyone’s wardrobe. lauraparkdesigns.com

HYPNOTIZED &
MESMERIZED

Wallpaper design house Asteré brings
art into homes through intricately
designed wallcoverings created
through collaborations with talented
artists. In their latest partnership, contemporary artists François Mascarello
and Garance Vallée interpret their
craft through the lens of wallcovering
design. Mascarello’s use of straw and oil paint transcend
their original form to create undulating patterns that
trick the mind and delight the eye. Relief painting is
combined with different sheens to create a mesmerizing
effect that can’t be duplicated in simple prints. Vallée’s
combination of paint, pencils, and geometric designs
creates an aesthetic that is as hypnotic as her terrestrial
interpretation of mythological archetypes. Altogether,
the collection brings an intoxicating study of surrealist
art into focus through expansive murals. astere.fr
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: JEWELRY, PORTRAIT: LAURA SUMRAK; PHOTO: ELIO TOLOT, PHOTO RETOUCHING: CRISTIANO TOLOT; COURTESY OF ASTERE.

BRACE YOURSELF

The L’Objet x Haas
Brothers collection is
a collaboration of Elad
Yifrach, the creative
genius behind L’Objet,
and brothers Simon
and Nikolai Haas, skilled
artists from Los Angeles.
Inspired by the otherworldly
landscape of Joshua Tree, the
collection includes pieces ranging
from tableware and home decor
to textiles and fragrances, all with
decidedly monsterish forms. To
say the collection is distinctive may
be an understatement, as to own any
piece would be indelibly individualistic.
With a Where the Wild Things Are vibe,
each piece presents a unique character that can only be born when great
minds think alike. l-objet.com

spotlight

LEFT: Artists Carla AaronLopez, Lo’Vonia Parks, and
Windy O’Connor come
together in O’Connor’s
home to display their
collaborative work.

BEAUTY in
the BREAKDOWN
OPENING UP THEIR HOMES, THEIR EXPERIENCES, AND THEIR
TALENTS, FOUR WOMEN FIND JOY IN COLLABORATION.
WRITTEN BY SONYA PFEIFFER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ERIN COMERFORD MILLER

There it was, hiding in plain sight. All throughout the unavoidable darkness of 2020, it illuminated previously sleepy street
corners, unveiled itself in quiet moments of reflection, and
breezily slipped its way into our homes.
Joy.
Yes, joy. And nowhere does the thread of joy run more
seamlessly than through the homes of Carla Aaron-Lopez,
Erin Comerford Miller, Windy O’Connor, and Lo’Vonia Parks.
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But for each woman, “home” reaches far beyond craftsmanship and design.
Joy is the backbone of Parks’ artwork, and quiet is her unexpected home. The professional caricaturist was forced to explore
joy differently during the pandemic. Rather than creating
live drawings at one social event after another, Parks’ hectic
schedule halted. She turned inward. The pause resulted in reflections of joy: yoga poses sketched in charcoal on wood, colorful

704.274.3606
A RT I S T I C I N T E R I O R D E S I G N . C O M

spotlight

TOP LEFT: Hand lettering and language are integral to kingcarla’s art, which is seen
in her sketchbooks.
BOTTOM LEFT: Created on polypropylene paper with acrylic, ink, salt, pencil, and
marker, the collaborative piece between artists kingcarla and O’Connor was passed
back and forth over a few weeks during the summer of 2020.
TOP RIGHT: Kingcarla poses with art made as a birthday celebration, which
included gathering with a few other artists to create this work on paper.

“LIFE IS A PURSUIT OF
CREATING SOMETHING
THAT CAN BRING ANOTHER
PERSON JOY.”
—KINGCARLA
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spotlight
TOP: When Lo’Vonia Parks’ weekly live model drawing sessions
were canceled due to COVID-19, Parks borrowed an illustrated
book of yoga poses and started experimenting.
BOTTOM: Accustomed to making figure studies with charcoal
on paper, Parks experimented with charcoal on wood to get
a raw effect. The octagonal wooden panels were built by a
woodworker friend.

expressions on public murals, and a painted
rocking chair inspired by Maya Angelou. “Joy
crosses barriers,” Parks says.
Carla Aaron-Lopez, an artist, teacher, writer,
and photographer known as “kingcarla,” finds
home anywhere she can collaborate. Even with
its limitations, restrictions, and unpredictability,
2020 provided kingcarla extraordinary opportunities for joyful collaboration that literally brightened Charlotte’s streets—murals, paintings with
friends, public art projects. “If you really listen
and pay attention to other people, you will never
lack for inspiration,” she reflects.
“Life is a pursuit of creating something that
can bring another person joy,” the artist and
designer believes.
O’Connor’s Camp North End neighbor is
kingcarla, and the friendship between the two
creative dynamos led to a photoshoot in O’Connor’s home with photographer Erin Comerford
Miller. Miller’s home is curiosity—behind the
camera, in exploring the unfamiliar, in telling
stories. Her work photographing artists in 2020
led to unexpected relationships, personal exploration, and an art exhibition opening in September 2021 at Elder Gallery of Contemporary Art.
The show, featuring work by kingcarla, Parks,
O’Connor, and Miller, will take a deep dive into
relationships, collaboration, and the transformative power of coming together.
And when they come together, pure joy
is unveiled. u
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furniture gallery

park road shopping center 4247 park road #295 charlotte, NC 28209
704.335.1220 @highcottonclt www.highcottonhomecompany.com

palette

Designer Bruce Bierman
transforms a former
athletic club into a posh
Manhattan apartment.

BLOOD
ORANGE
BLISS
AN INTOXICATING
INFUSION OF SPIRITED
WITH SPICED.
PRODUCED BY ASHLEY HOTHAM COX
WRITTEN BY CHRISTINA SPRATT SPENCER
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3
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5

6
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1. Cole & Son Arance in Blood Orange Wallpaper /
$221.25 per yard / decoratorsbest.com
2. Resource Furniture Mysa Lounge Chair /
$2,335 / resourcefurniture.com
3. Patterson Flynn Martin Pryce Rug in Tangerine Dream /
$94 per square yard / pattersonflynnmartin.com
4. Hugo Guinness Paintbox 88 / $1,200 / johnderian.com
5. Saltwolf Hawthorne Sofa in Rust Velvet / to the trade / saltwolf.com
6. Pair of French Majolica Oyster Plates / $575 / shopallisoncaccoma.com

INTERIORS: ©_ERIC PIASECKI/OTTO.

Bright and blazing, the brilliant fierceness of this exotic
sangria hue envelops the depth and drama of a lantern-lit
Tuscan sunset as it fades to dusk. The crimson-based
citrus marries the modern vivacity and vitality of a vibrant
orangery with a tart yet almost botanical marmalade of a
deep scarlet raspberry. Hints of velvety clove and cinnamon
assuage the zest with a layer of luxurious earthiness to
soften the complex profile. Blood orange is delightfully fresh
yet densely dynamic in its strikingly opulent indulgence.
Beautifully bohemian paired with teal and magenta, classically crisp with ebony and ivory, and peculiarly piquant with
periwinkle or pops of chartreuse or cobalt, blood orange is
easily palatable with many accompaniments.

DESIGN FOR THE TRADE
CHARLOTTE
2122 Freedom Drive, Suite A
Charlotte, NC 28208
704.358.0277

RALEIGH
1405 Capital Blvd
Raleigh, NC 27603
919.832.5555

ahokelimited.com

design board

1

When designer Brooke Cole first meets with clients,
she knows that the first step in getting to know them
is to assess their personal styles, including what their
current home looks like. “I have always been inspired
by the ways people express their personal style
visually to the world through fashion, art, and interior
design,” Cole says. “Oftentimes these methods can
express visual interpretations of our realized selves, or
evoke emotions we are feeling or want to feel.” Using
this as a springboard for her designs, Cole also likes
to dig deeper and look to the home’s existing architectural details as clues to what her clients like or dislike.
Cole’s assessment allows her to pull together a design
scheme that most often couples old and new. “The mix
of design styles keeps things interesting and timeless
to me,” she says. “Lately, I have been inspired by the
classicism and modernity of black-and-white Hollywood Regency–style elements.” Likewise, Cole says
she loves to incorporate vintage finds into her designs
to achieve a classic old-versus-new aesthetic.
1. Janelle Viridian Chair / $1,970 / curreyandcompany.com
2. Vintage Wedgewood Collectible Jasperware Round Sacrifice Bowl /
$275 / chairish.com
3. Julie Neill for Visual Comfort Caddo Lantern / $1,449 / circalighting.com
4. Hickory White Parker Hall Table / to the trade / ahokelimited.com
5. Gucci Herbarium Porcelain Dessert Plates / $180 / matchesfashion.com
6. Laura Naples Lyda / $4,150 / upriseart.com
7. Black Regency Scroll Arm Bench / chairish.com
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INTERIORS AND PORTRAIT: ERIN COMERFORD MILLER.

BROOKE
Cole

704.819.6972 • ALI@COUTUREKNOTS.COM

@COUTUREKNOT

PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIE WILLIAMS.

Home Design

Pursley and Ford transformed the one-time traditional entryway
by removing the busy floral wallpaper and pulling up the existing
hardwood floors, replacing them with white peacock pavers
and black wood paneling. The addition of white sheers allows
for privacy and softens the lines of the space. The Palecek Riley
storage stools provide additional seating for a larger gathering.
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URBAN
AESTHETIC

ARCHITECT
KEN PURSLEY
AND
INTERIOR
DESIGNER
BRONWYN
FORD
TRANSFORM
A DATED
UPTOWN
CONDO INTO
A MODERN
SPACE.

TEXT BY
BLAKE MILLER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY
EMILY FOLLOWILL
STYLING BY
ELEANOR ROPER
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LEFT: The dining area is discreetly hidden behind the den’s living
space so the room can function as a place to entertain and live
comfortably. The black wood paneling and white peacock paver
flooring let the impressive art collection play center stage.

T

THE HOMEOWNER HAS ALWAYS HAD A GREEN
thumb. So when she and her husband decided to move
to Uptown, one of her priorities was to find a place
where she could continue gardening in spite of the urban
setting. The couple’s landscape architect knew of one
particular condo that would satisfy the homeowner’s
criteria for green space. Not long after, the couple made
an offer to purchase the apartment. Located in the heart
of Uptown, it features 2,600 square feet of terrace—
perfect for urban gardening.
While the outdoor space was exactly what they’d
been looking for, the interior of the condo was not. The
couple purchased the home in 2005, and, as such, the
finishes and details were dated and awash with a neutral
earth-tone color palette. “At first, we just did very minor
cosmetic changes,” says the homeowner. “There were
always things I disliked about the space. And after living
there for a while, we decided we needed an update.”
The couple reached out to longtime friend and architect Ken Pursley, who had worked on their two previous
residences. “She’s really intentional about how she lives
her life, and this home just wasn’t speaking to her,” says
Pursley of the homeowner. “The integrity of the space
wasn’t very good. It wasn’t just dated; it was not well
done. She understands that the level and quality of a
space can make you feel a certain way, and she knew it
didn’t feel good to her.”
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RIGHT: The homeowners love cooking and
entertaining, so the kitchen needed to function
as much as a utilitarian space as an entertaining
area. Pursley designed the kitchen to look like
an extension of the den by incorporating vinyl
upholstered cabinet panels, which conceal the
refrigerator, among other features. Instead of
traditional pendants, an oversized custom light
fixture by Evan Wood was added over the island.

While Pursley’s firm has always focused
mainly on architecture and complementary
interior design work, the firm, Pursley
Dixon Architecture, officially formalized
its new interior design company, Pursley
Dixon Ford Interior Design, in the spring of
2020. Headed by interior designer Bronwyn
Ford, the interior design arm was a natural
extension of the firm’s architectural work,
perfectly marrying the team’s amazing eye
for design and details with interior design.
Pursley and Ford met with the homeowners
to tease out exactly what the home needed
in order to evoke the feeling the clients
wanted every time they walked through
their front door. “The design wasn’t intentional,” says Pursley of the existing space.
“The interior design was leftover furniture
from her previous home. It was never
cooked together with a vision or thread to it.
It had a bit of a haphazard feel to it, and the
shell was pretty vanilla.”
A reworking of the kitchen, dining area,
den, and an adjacent space off the kitchen
was the first priority in creating a more
livable but wholly sophisticated living area.
The kitchen was designed as more of an extension of the family room, both physically
and aesthetically, with the custom cabinetry
and oversized Caesarstone island made
to look more like furniture and less like a
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utilitarian space. “Nowadays, designing a functional but beautiful
kitchen is so much easier because we have so many products that
are high-performance fabrics,” Ford explains. “Vinyls that look
just like leather; countertops like Caesarstone that are beautiful
but extremely durable.” The one-time sitting room off the kitchen
was transformed into a scullery, which allows for sit-down dining
and storage of everyday appliances, all of which are easily tucked
away with a hidden door during large parties but easily opened for
everyday living. “One thing I love about it is the whole idea of kinetic
space,” explains Pursley of the scullery. “You can open it up and
close it down. There’s this whole transformer element to the space
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that makes it have a level of complexity that you don’t necessarily
see when you walk in. This was the bulk of the architectural reworking. It really drove the design so we could have a more minimal
kitchen and a support space nearby.”
While the project began with the reworking of the den, dining,
and kitchen areas, once those spaces were nearing completion,
it became clear that the rest of the home’s public spaces needed
an update, as well. White peacock pavers, white paint, and sheer
drapes throughout the rest of the spaces created a modern blackand-white contrast and instantly modernized the large hallways
and entryway to the home, as well as the living room. “All white

LEFT: The scullery can easily be closed off during larger parties but can
remain open for additional entertaining space. White peacock pavers extend
into the space from the kitchen and den, making it feel as if it is one part of
the larger living area.
RIGHT: The scullery is just off the den and kitchen, so it had to be functional
but beautiful. A custom worktable is both utilitarian and aesthetically pleasing
with its wood base and Caesarstone top. The bar stool is by Four Hands.

walls and dark floors tend to get a bit monotonous,” Pursley says.
“Here we have white floors and dark walls, and it turns the home
into a special event.”
To elevate the home’s interior design, Ford was tasked not only
with the usual furniture and fabric selections but, more importantly, with art placement—a feat that was not lost on the designer.
“They have this amazing art collection that was simply being lost
with the original backdrop,” she says. “These are pieces by Matisse,
Rembrandt, Peter Max, all of which almost looked like posters
because nothing else around it was to that level. My goal was for the
art to be the main feature and all of the furnishings to be subservient

to the artwork. I was constantly considering that balance and how
certain things needed to come forward, and the furnishings needed
to be softer in the background.”
The black wood paneling and white peacock paver flooring,
along with art lighting, highlighted each piece of art, while the furnishings played a supporting role aesthetically. “Part of what I think
Bronwyn did so well was take the antiques, new pieces, and items
made by local craftsman and turn them into things that are so different and make them make sense together,” Pursley says. “Clients
will throw all these ideas at you, and your job is to make it look like
it makes sense. That’s what Bronwyn did so well. She took all of this
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The bar in the hallway was designed to look and feel like
a piece of furniture. “I wanted space to entertain and to
have a central space where we could have a little buffet for
Christmas dinner or neighbors over for an afternoon cocktail
party,” says the homeowner. The artwork is by Peter Max.
OPPOSITE TOP: Because the living room is often used for
family gatherings and entertaining, it needed extra seating,
so Ford added the pair of custom sofas by Morgan Chair
Upholstery and a custom cocktail table with a base by
Jeremy Hubbard and top from Instyle. OPPOSITE BOTTOM:
The goal of the powder room’s design was “to create a very
interesting, chic, and ‘hidden’ powder room that wasn’t
immediately off of the main living space,” Ford says. The
light fixture is by The Urban Electric Co.
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artwork that the homeowner had that was haphazardly placed and
made it all one cohesive look.”
Additionally, Ford was able to create a cohesive design that
pulled together some of the clients’ existing pieces with more
modern ones. “The homeowner is willing to do things that are a bit
edgier and different than what you’d normally see in Charlotte,”
Ford says. “You’d have these beat-up old leather club chairs from
nineteenth-century France, which we paired with these clean,
modern lines and more stark furnishings. It was nice to have this
great tension between the old and the new.”
After giving Ford carte blanche on artwork placement, the homeowner could not have been happier with the result. “I came home one
day, and they’d hung it all. Bronwyn’s real skill really shined,” she
says. “It was such an aha moment to see how she’d placed all of the
artwork. There aren’t a lot of people who have that skill. She started
with lots of art—lots of big art—and they all look like the artist came
in and chose the placement him or herself.”
Though it’s taken the couple fifteen years to truly have the home
they wanted, it’s been worth the long wait. “I love that Ken and
Bronwyn are collaborative,” says the homeowner. “There are a lot of
creative people in the world who are not interested in anyone else’s
vision. Ken and Bronwyn listened and heard exactly what we wanted
in this home. I want to come in my home and be happy and comfortable and inspired, and they helped me do that.” u

The Pierre Frey wallpaper was the inspiration
for Caldwell’s home office. She then added
abstract art of a Coca-Cola can painted by
her cousin, which complements the red
Moroccan side table by R. Runberg.
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TAKE
TWO
BUILDER JOHN BOURGEOIS WAS TASKED
WITH RENOVATING AN EASTOVER COTTAGE.
LITTLE DID HE KNOW IT WOULD BE A HOME
HE VIVIDLY REMEMBERS.

TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER | PHOTOGRAPHY BY DUSTIN PECK

Caldwell designed the front room using many of the pieces from her
previous home, including her daughters’ portraits by artist Sarah Helser.
The artwork over the fireplace was a commission by Anke Schofield.
The custom chairs are by Charles Stewart swathed in a Manuel Canovas
fabric. OPPOSITE: Caldwell has no design background but has a
fondness for all things interiors. “My love for interior design comes from
my mother,” she says. “She never hired a decorator. She pored over
design books when I was a child. She had stacks of House Beautiful and
ELLE Decor always waiting for me.”
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I

IT’S NOT OFTEN THAT JOHN BOURGEOIS HAS THE
opportunity to work on one of his firm’s past projects twice.
“Many of our clients are repeat clients, where we work on a
different part of their home that we didn’t work on before or it’s
their second or third home,” he says. “It’s rare, if ever, that we get
to go back and work on a home we’ve already renovated or built.”
The home was first owned by a young family who enlisted
Bourgeois and his mother, architectural designer Emily Bourgeois,
to renovate the small 1940s home in Eastover. “We tore the home
down to the foundation but kept the original footprint,” he says. “It
allowed us to maximize the room proportion, so it felt inherently
good when you walked in.” It wasn’t until years later, though,
that Bourgeois got a call from longtime client and friend, Jane
Caldwell, who had heard the home was on the market and that
Bourgeois McGinn Builders had renovated it. “I wanted to stay in

Eastover, but I wanted something smaller. I wanted to downsize,”
Caldwell says. “My real estate agent knew this home had been on
the market, and I was intrigued by several things: it was a smaller
house, and the first floor had ten-foot ceilings. I was dying to see
what it looked like. And when I heard John and Emily had worked
on it, I immediately reached out.”
Not long after touring the home, Caldwell purchased the
2,600-square-foot cottage, knowing that, despite its recent
renovation by Bourgeois McGinn, she would want to update
and style the home to suit her eclectic and sophisticated style.
“John and Emily have great design taste, so there truly wasn’t
much to change,” she says. Adds Bourgeois, “Nothing mechanically from a builder standpoint needed to be changed, but from
an aesthetic standpoint, there were changes that needed to be
made to match Jane’s eye.”
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To start, Caldwell wanted the existing kitchen made larger
to accommodate more seating and dining space. Ironically, the
layout Caldwell had in mind was the exact design Bourgeois drew
up years ago for the previous homeowners, who opted instead for
a different layout. Reworking the cabinetry and appliance layout
opened up the galley-style kitchen to allow for a larger island,
which perfectly accommodated Caldwell’s custom French bistro
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stools she had from her previous home. Aesthetically, though,
she wanted a completely different look. “The kitchen was a little
bit awkward,” says Caldwell of the finishes. “It had mix-matched
granite countertops, and the fixtures were old.” Caesarstone
counters were added to brighten the space, which has limited
natural light. However, the original cabinetry, designed by Bourgeois McGinn, “was beautiful,” Caldwell says. A paint touch-up

The Peg Norriss for Schumacher Toile de
Femmes wallpaper in the dining room
is “like a piece of art,” says Caldwell of
the design by artist Jackie Gendel. She
modernized the space with a Saarinen
dining table, a chandelier by Bourgeois
Boheme, and artwork by Scott Avett
from SOCO Gallery. OPPOSITE: Caldwell
wanted more space in the kitchen and, as
such, redesigned with Bourgeois to allow
for a more open feel. All of the counters
are Caesarstone, and cabinetry hardware
is from Bird Decorative Hardware & Bath.
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and new unlacquered brass hardware from Bird Decorative
Hardware & Bath brought the kitchen to life.
Because the home was smaller than her previous one, Caldwell
knew that every inch needed to be functional. The adjacent dining
room lacked the storage she needed, so she tasked Bourgeois with
designing a custom built-in China cabinet that was not only functional
but also beautiful. “It’s literally filled to the brim!” laughs Caldwell.
To soften the architectural detail of the new piece, Caldwell added
a Phillip Jeffries grasscloth on the ceiling to complement the Peg
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Norriss for Schumacher Toile de Femmes wallpaper, a lyrical twist on
a traditional toile pattern by fine artist Jackie Gendel. “It has images of
women doing all these cool things, like riding horses, which I do with
my girls, or shopping or archery, and I fell in love with it,” she says of
the wallpaper.
Caldwell’s eclectic style led her to add more modern pieces
in the room, which features a Saarinen dining table, a chandelier
by Bourgeois Boheme, and artwork by Scott Avett from SOCO
Gallery. “I wanted to modernize the home, and I wanted it to be

fun,” she says. “My artwork and the wallpaper here and the
lighting and just having my girls chime in on the design of the
rooms made this all really fun for me.”
Similarly, Caldwell desperately wanted to marry style and
function in the living room, utilizing every nook intentionally.
“There was a closet in the living room that the previous homeowners used as toy storage,” she says. “So I asked John if there
was any way we could turn it into a home office.” Bourgeois
accepted the challenge, transforming the one-time closet into

LEFT: Caldwell had Bourgeois transform one of the closets into a home office.
She then layered in pieces to create a carefully curated but wholly livable look.
The piece above the sofa is by artist Sarah Helser from Hidell Brooks, and a
nineteenth-century Indian Pichwai painting hangs over the love seat.
RIGHT: Caldwell admittedly has a penchant for powder rooms and, as such,
wanted to make hers unique. Smitten with the wallpaper by Lorenzo Castillo, she
then added a burl-wood chest that Bourgeois transformed into the vanity.
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RIGHT: Caldwell pulled pieces from her travels to
design the master bedroom, which features layered
rugs from Morocco. The vintage Dorothy Draper chests
are by Heritage, while the zebra photo above the bed
was taken by Caldwell.

a tiny jewel box of a home office. Though they
were unable to add a window, Caldwell brightened the space with the addition of the Pierre
Frey wallpaper, a red Moroccan side table from
R. Runberg, and abstract art of a Coca-Cola can by
Caldwell’s cousin. As well, Caldwell and Bourgeois
replaced the office and adjacent living-room closet
doors with split doors to allow the home office
to function better and give it more room, which
created a more aesthetically pleasing sightline
from the foyer to the back of the home.
The interior design of the living room was all
Caldwell, who added her eclectic touch throughout.
“Truly, it was a matter of paint and wallpaper,” Bourgeois says. “Once you have good design and room proportion, then it’s just a canvas for each homeowner.
And Jane has great style and had that vision.” The
living room is chock-full of Caldwell’s most favorite
pieces from her previous home, including vintage
Chinese Chippendale rattan bamboo chairs with
Zak + Fox cushions and a nineteenth-century Indian
Pichwai painting above the loveseat. The space above
the sofa, though, was left blank until Caldwell could
find the perfect piece. “I wanted to be careful about
how I used art in this house because I wanted it to be
really fun,” she explains. “Then, at Hidell Brooks, I
saw this piece by Sarah Helser, who also did portraits
of my girls in my old home. It really fits in with my
whole chinoiserie vibe. The colors were just right. As
soon as it was hung, I knew it was perfect.”
Now that the home is complete, in retrospect,
both Caldwell and Bourgeois can say it was a fulfilling
experience. “There’s definitely some nostalgia there
from when we first designed this home,” Bourgeois
says. “You think to yourself, ‘I hope everything is
as good in here as it was when we built it.’ And to
come back and have that be true is rewarding.” For
Caldwell, the sentiment is similar. “I really can’t
describe how happy this house makes me.” u
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The homeowner fell in love
with the collage prints by
artist Geraldine Neuwirth
from Hidell Brooks Gallery.
And while they didn’t
completely align with the
existing aesthetic, Wood
was excited to work them
into the home’s design as
an opposing aesthetic to
the dark, moody look of the
nearby formal dining room.
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The
FINISHING
Touch
ARCHITECT RUARD VELTMAN
AND INTERIOR DESIGNER JULIA
WOOD ADD THE FINISHING
TOUCHES TO A PROJECT THAT
BEGAN NEARLY A DECADE AGO.

TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIE WILLIAMS
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FOR MANY ARCHITECTS, SOME OF THE BEST PROJECTS ARE THE ONES IN
which the home is fully completed with complementary interior design. So when architect
Ruard Veltman renovated a Foxcroft home about a decade ago, and the homeowners never
incorporated a full interior-design installation, the project felt incomplete.
It wasn’t until several years later, when Veltman received a call from friends who
had purchased the home, that he finally had the opportunity to see the project through
to completion. “It was a really clever architectural renovation,” he explains of the
one-time traditional red-brick Colonial that was completely transformed by Veltman.
“The architecture was there; the setting was there. The furnishings just needed to be
put in place.” Although the new homeowners loved Veltman’s work and didn’t want to
change anything architecturally, they wanted to continue the same clean, minimalist,
thoughtful design Veltman created into the home’s interiors. “We used to walk by this
house all the time and remark how much we loved it,” says the homeowner. “It was

ABOVE: The homeowner requested a
dining table that could accommodate
up to sixteen guests. This table does just
that and also functions as a piece of art in
the space. The custom-designed tabletop
fabricated in rift-cut white oak by Jeff Franz
has a high-gloss clear lacquer finish by
Tony Montognese and a dramatic fluted
plaster base by Eric Cockrell of Mudwerk.
OPPOSITE: In the home’s original iteration,
Veltman added the custom-iron shelf with
lights, designed and fabricated by lighting
designer Evan Wood, in the lounge. The
artwork is by Charles McMurray, and the
chandelier is from Circa Interiors.
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really serendipitous because one day we noticed it was
on the market, and we felt it was meant to be ours. We
loved everything about it. It’s unusual inside, but it’s also
extremely cozy, which we loved. We knew there wasn’t
anything we’d want to change.”
Wanting to do everything to complement Veltman’s work,
the homeowners enlisted his in-house designer, Julia Wood,
to tackle the interior design. “They completely trusted us
and really loved what was done with the renovation,” Wood
explains. “They truly wanted us to see this project to the
end.” With Wood taking the reins, the project spanned the
first floor, maintaining the architectural details Veltman
added years earlier. The family room features a long niche
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with a custom-designed upholstered banquette by Morgan
Chair that the homeowners instantly became smitten with.
“They loved the niche for those big custom crawl-in sofas,
which really set up that room,” Wood says. “There’s a lot
of textural quality throughout the home. The egg-crate
ceiling materials and the wood on the back of the niche are
not finely polished. There are slate plaster walls. So the
furniture continues that theme with wood and upholstery
that’s very simple and serene, textured and layered, but not
a lot of color or pattern.”
To really enhance the home’s architectural details,
Veltman and Wood looked to local artisans to custom
design furniture and lighting, such as the family room’s

LEFT: The homeowners fell in
love with the coziness of the
home. The unpolished wood
on the ceiling detail and the
back wall of the niche provide
instant warmth to the clean
lines of the room. The custom
white-oak coffee table is by
Alex Dauwe with a finish by
Tony Montognese.
RIGHT: The hand-carved
wood sculpture by artist Kevin
Kennedy from Hodges Taylor
Gallery is just one of many
pieces Wood incorporated
into the design of the home.
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white-oak coffee table by Alex Dauwe with a finish by Tony Montognese.
In the nearby dining room, a stunning table features a tabletop
fabricated in rift-cut white oak by Jeff Franz, a high-gloss clear lacquer
finish by Tony Montognese, and a dramatic fluted plaster base by Eric
Cockrell of Mudwerk. “There are so many great craftsmen coming
together in this one home,” Veltman says. “Just as an art gallery would
showcase work from various artists and multimedia, this home is the
same thing. That’s what makes this really special. It has great continuity
throughout the house.” The formal dining-room table is such a stunning
piece of work that the dining chairs are purposefully absent from the
room so as not to block the view of the design. Similarly, so the dining
room’s architectural details would not be overlooked, Wood forewent a
typical chandelier. Instead, Veltman designed a custom niche above the

LEFT: Wood enlisted her husband, Evan Wood, to design the round metal base of the informal
dining room’s table. The wood top and base fabrication are by Alex Dauwe.
RIGHT: The minimal design of the kitchen’s backsplash and the custom concrete counters
by Mudwerk allow the architectural detail of the egg-crate ceiling to shine. This clean, simple
aesthetic flows throughout the public spaces of the home. The sconce is by Evan Wood, and the
vase is from Circa Interiors.
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fireplace to fit the homeowners’ existing artwork by Sarah
Helser from Hidell Brooks Gallery. “It’s a fitting piece of
art for this space because it’s of a chandelier,” says Wood
of the ironic placement.
Artwork from local galleries Hidell Brooks and Hodges
Taylor, lighting by Wood’s husband, Evan Wood, and
custom concrete kitchen counters by Mudwerk and
custom millwork by John Bryner of Blockhaus play a
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complementary role in the overall aesthetic of the home.
In the foyer, a collage of artwork by Geraldine Neuwirth
that the homeowner purchased from Hidell Brooks is the
antithesis of the rest of the home’s design. “The general
aesthetic is more about texture and the materials, but it
was nice to have that collage as a backdrop for this dark,
moody dining room in complete contrast to the bright
white, very animated foyer,” explains Wood of the decision

ABOVE: Though the wallcovering in the master bedroom appears to be threedimensional, it’s actually a photograph of hand-folded paper art by Italian
artist Domitilla Biondi. The custom-designed bench is by Morgan Chair with
metal-leg design by Evan Wood.
LEFT: Wood and Veltman designed the master bedroom with drapery sheers
by Debbie Allen of Highgrove Design. “They create this cocoon feeling in the
bedroom,” Wood says. The custom nightstands were fabricated by Alex Dauwe
with a finish by Tony Montognese. Allen also designed the custom bed linens,
while the upholstered white-linen bed is by Dmitriy & Co.

to place the pieces in the home’s entryway. “We wanted
the dining room to be sexy and more of a nighttime room,
and then have this light, bright foyer with these cheerful
collages opposite.”
But the art goes beyond furniture, lighting, architecture,
and artwork. In the master bedroom, one wall features a
wallcovering that looks like three-dimensional pieces of
paper pieced together. The wallcovering is actually a photo of

hand-folded paper art by Italian artist Domitilla Biondi. “That
wallpaper alone looks like a work of art,” says the homeowner.
The addition of the custom pieces and artwork throughout
the home truly elevated the architecture as a whole, something
everyone was hopeful for before beginning this project. “They
were so trusting of us,” Wood says. “They said, ‘We want you to
finish this home and to furnish it as you would have had you been
able to finish it years ago.’ And I think we did exactly that.” u
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Creating extraordinary
winespaces with
your wine in mind

Bring unique home with exacting standards
and attention to detail throughout the process.
Set your wine and home apart by expressing
your unique vision.
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Caretakers of
HISTORY

I

GOODWIN CLASSIC HOMES FINDS ITS NICHE IN
RESTORING HOMES OF YESTERYEAR.
WRITTEN BY BRANDY WOODS SNOW

In a world of impermanence and rapid
change, the timeless beauty and integrity
of historic architecture provide a tangible
link to connect us to our past. Phil Goodwin
of Goodwin Classic Homes is committed to
preserving Charlotte’s architectural legacy
and historical craftsmanship.
Q: I understand you started out as a custom
home builder, but your focus has evolved to
include the restoration and preservation of
historic homes. How did you come to love restoring the beauty of older homes, and why is this
important to the integrity of the area’s heritage?

Q: These historic homes are chock-full of our
regional heritage. When working on a home,
what part of the process speaks to you, and how
does this history connect with the present?

A: When we remove old plaster walls and
ceilings and uncover age-old handwriting and
artifacts in a hundred-year-old home, I think of
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A: I started out building new homes, but once we
engaged in renovation and preservation work on
historic homes, I was hooked. Although they can
be more challenging with their idiosyncrasies,
inefficiencies, and patchwork that frequently
needs to be undone, I found that working on old
homes and preserving them for future generations is incredibly rewarding. One of the reasons
these homes resonate with me is because I grew
up in a century-old bungalow in the idyllic and
timeless Converse Heights Historic District in
Spartanburg, South Carolina, the birthplace of so
many fond memories.

the craftsmen who left their mark a century ago. I think of the past
owners and what they experienced in their historic setting. These
homes resonate with the past, good or bad, and help to inform our
future. These homes have so many stories to tell.
Q: What feedback have you received from your clients?

A: A favorite testimonial about my passion for restoring these
homes came from clients who purchased a 1913 historic landmark
in the Hermitage Court Historic District. They said, “Phil Goodwin
combines an engineer’s method and precision with an artist’s keen
eye and a deep appreciation of historic architecture.”
Q: Why should homeowners consider restoring an older home
instead of building a new one? What are the advantages?

A: Those who purchase historic homes and want to preserve them
become caretakers of history. It is always an honor to work with the
owners and their architects to contribute responsibly, preserving
the historic expression of these homes. Our goal is to complete the
work, sensitive not only to the historic character of the home but

also to the character of its surroundings. It disturbs me to see old,
historic homes demolished and replaced with ones that are out of
context with the historic setting.
Another benefit of historic preservation is its positive
impact on sustainability. I admire the quote by architect Carl
Elefante: “The greenest building is the one that is already
built . . . keep proselytizing for the lasting value of historic
buildings—especially as a contrast to a culture that too often
leans toward the new and disposable.”
Q: Is your dedication to preserving these historical homes supported
by the community?

A: We are fortunate to have six historic districts in Charlotte
safeguarded by protective ordinances. Historic areas become more
treasured and valuable as they survive surrounding developmental
pressures. Think of Charleston and Savannah and the immense
value that their historic districts provide. This only happens with
dedication, careful planning, and a unified commitment to the
preservation of the architectural treasures of our past. u

For more information, contact GOODWIN CLASSIC HOMES at 704-506-7950
or visit GOODWINCLASSICHOMES.COM.
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UPHOLSTERY HANDCRAFTED
IN NORTH CAROLINA
You deserve the inside of your four walls to reflect your personality. Our interior design professionals at Queen City
Home Store will help you choose your ideal home decor based on your budget, style, and space.
Looking for a specific color or pattern? Come see us and choose from hundreds of fabrics and leathers to customize your piece.

11501 CAROLINA PLACE PARKWAY | PINEVILLE, NC 28134 | 704.889.3301

QUEENCITYONLINE.COM/HOME-STORE

Creating quality outdoor gathering spaces since 2001

DESIGN + CRAFTSMANSHIP
STONEMANROCKS.COM • LICENSED GC IN SC & NC

THE
STONE MAN
704-616-7948
®

CONTRIBUTOR | EXCELLENCE IN DESIGN

Featured Advertiser Editorial

SHIP’S LOG:
SUMMER ����
BY CATHERINE WHITNEY

AS WE UNKNOWINGLY
ENTERED THIS STRANGE
NEW COVID-19 WORLD,
OUR HOMES QUICKLY
BECAME OUR REFUGE.
OUR SAFE PLACE. A
PLACE OF COMFORT AND
PEACE AMONG FAMILY.
Despite the world chaos, it was
my good luck to cross paths with
a recently transplanted family
from Ohio. Fleeing long, cold
winters, they chose a sunny
home on beautiful Lake Norman
and made plans to renovate
their dated, dark, and crowded
kitchen in what was otherwise
a large and open space. With
ten-foot ceilings and plenty of
natural light, we had a blank
canvas and the ability to create
the perfect space.
With more family at home day
and night, the kitchen needed to
accommodate the family’s needs
and activities: studying with
computer chargers and comfy
stools, a place for wine storage
that doubled as a bar, a microwave that was at a comfortable
height for the tall members of the
family, a gas range for the chefs
in the family, and even a cozy
spot for the family dog.
Because Lake Norman is the
focal point of the home, the view
from the family room is 180 degrees
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY DUSTIN PECK.

CHART THE COURSE

“WE SUCCESSFULLY FULFILLED THE FAMILY’S DREAM
TO CREATE A HOME WITH A SHIP’S FEEL.”
of beautiful water, a custom swimming pool, and a pier. The
water greets you day and night, from every angle.
As a celebration of all things water and nautical, the inspiration for this kitchen was a ship. The dark cherry-wood
cabinets are accented with high-gloss porcelain countertops
and backsplashes. Three-inch thick floating shelves and
glass display cabinets showcase a special pottery collection, and the two center islands are nautical navy blue with
custom brass countertops. The custom brass and stainless
hood incorporate the two metal finishes found throughout
the kitchen appliances, island countertops, and hardware.
The brass hardware shapes were carefully selected to
resemble cleats and mooring anchors.

CAPTAIN AND CREW

One of the most rewarding parts of my job is forming
long-lasting relationships with my clients. I also relish
working with talented tradespeople and exploring all of the
design sources and components.
SHIP’S LOG

In the end, the new kitchen design met this family’s wish
list and created a wonderful gathering space during a time
when our homes have been our living space, our workspace,
a backdrop for video conferencing, and much more.
With careful design, planning, and sourcing the perfect
products, we successfully fulfilled the family’s dream to
create a home with a ship’s feel. u

CATHERINE WHITNEY is a senior designer at IMPACT DESIGN RESOURCES. Contact Catherine at
704-363-3329, visit IMPACTDESIGNRESOURCES.COM, or check out their SouthEnd showroom.
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CAROLINAS LEATHER
FURNITURE COMPANY
From contemporary to traditional,
and everything in between.
WWW.CAROLINASLEATHERFURNITURE.COM | 704.752.7241
11523 Carolina Place Pkwy, Suite G, Pineville, NC 28134

Simply the Best...

Sophisticated, fashionable yet comfortable interiors with YOU in mind • Modern and Transitional designs for your home or office
• Fabrics, custom upholstered furniture, custom drapery and window shades, lighting,rugs, bed linens, case goods, original artwork,
reupholstery, pillows and accessories • No design fees with purchase • Free local delivery • Day and evening appointments available

Thank you for 24 years in business!

2502 Dunavant Street, South End, Charlotte, NC 28203

704-332-5454 | crazyjanesinc.com

CONTRIBUTOR | SOUL FOOD

Featured Advertiser Editorial

TAKE COMFORT
BY JIM NOBLE

THE GLOW OF THE FIRE ACROSS THE ROOSTER’S
DINING ROOM IS THE MOST WELCOMING
FEELING ON A WINTER DAY.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY THE PLAID PENGUIN.

The crackle, the aroma, and the warmth are the comfort we’re
all looking for right now. Flavor is our most important job, but
ambiance is a close second.
I’ve always insisted on having wood-fired cooking in our
restaurants, even when cooking with wood wasn’t cool. It’s a
trend I’ve seen come and go a few times over. The first wood-fired
grill I installed was at J. Basul Noble—my first restaurant—in High
Point in 1984. I opened it after working in the bar business and

then discovering the art of pairing food and wine. Because I came
to find my culinary passion after college, I had to take myself to
school. I bought Julia Child’s Mastering the Art of French Cooking
and then discovered Auguste Escoffier, a French chef, restaurateur, and culinary writer. Through their pages, writings, and
recipes, those two were not only my professors but also the path
to my purpose.
Learning to cook taught me how to treat others well. I tell my
team that we’re not in the restaurant business; we’re in the people
business. We’re here to serve and take care of people—we are a
warm welcome, a comforting meal, an escape from the workday,
and restoration for the body and soul.
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“WE ARE A WARM WELCOME,
A COMFORTING MEAL, AN
ESCAPE FROM THE WORKDAY,
AND RESTORATION FOR THE
BODY AND SOUL.”

Comfort has taken on new forms and greater importance over the
past year. Being in the people business also means we meet people
where they are. This month, we’re rolling out a new to-go package
of our Rooster’s classics: rotisserie chicken, mac and cheese, and
vegetables—our “greatest hits” in one quick order so that we can help
you to easily but thoughtfully feed your family. Copain curates hearty
family meal packages like pork bolognese pasta bake and chicken and
wild rice casserole as part of its weekly menu. Noble Smoke offers
whole proteins and large vegetable portions that could provide dinner
in your home for an entire week. And Bossy Beulah’s will deliver The
Beaut right to your door. Because, for you, comfort right now may
just mean simple and effortless.

We’re working on a new restaurant, The Jimmy, which we
plan to open later this year. The menu will be Mediterranean,
taking a nod from the trattorias along the coasts of Italy and
France. I’ve spent a lot of time working on the playlist, and Dean
Martin and the Rat Pack will be on heavy rotation. Their music is a
throwback to the post–World War II era when folks were traveling
around the world and dining out. It’s a return to joy-filled days
following a tumultuous time. And my hope is that The Jimmy will
provide the same comfort—a place for people to congregate and
celebrate, to leave their worries behind over a bottle of wine, craft
Suffolk Punch beers, a martini, the best pizza they’ve ever tasted,
and, yes, the crackle of the wood-fired oven. u

Chef JIM NOBLE is the executive chef and owner of NOBLE FOOD & PURSUITS.
For more information, visit NOBLEFOODANDPURSUITS.COM.
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It’s time to reTHINk BRICK and STONE.
Adding thin brick or stone to your home is a creative,
efficient way to introduce the unique and unmistakable
design elements only masonry products can provide.
Whether you’re designing for a charming interior feature or
a practical yet beautiful exterior finish, thin brick and rock will
leave a truly lasting impression.
Thin Brick & Rock Flat and Corner Pieces

Building new? Visit us and shop our
contemporary full-bed brick and stone today!

generalshale.com | 704-599-2877
10800 Reames Road, Charlotte, NC 28269

CHRIS BLACK

EMILY BRIDGES

LUCY BUTLER

CATHERINE
CAUTHEN TURNER

LEIGH C. CORSO

AARON DAVIS

REBA HATFIELD

CATHERINE
HOUGHLAND

CHIP JETTON

KALIE KOIVISTO

LAW TEAM

HEATHER
MONTGOMERY

LISA RUPP

MARY BETH
SNYDER

704.364.1700
COTTINGHAMCHALK.COM

KATHRYN
THIGPEN

LISA WARREN

ANNE WILLIAMS

CONTRIBUTOR | ROOM SERVICE

Featured Advertiser Editorial

ART INSTINCTS

“THE FULL EXPRESSION OF WHO YOU ARE.” THESE
ARE WORDS THAT AUTHOR CARSON TATE USES IN
HER NEW BOOK, OWN IT. LOVE IT. MAKE IT WORK.
I have never met a more interesting, upbeat, and visual
person—one who loves and collects art, and not just the traditional “painting-on-the-wall” type. Art comes in so many
forms. Textiles are art; furniture is art; lighting is art. This
project was one where she wanted as many one-of-a-kind
pieces as we could incorporate, creating a visual uniqueness to her new surroundings. Designing Tate’s home was a
dream project.
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While downsizing to this home, designed by Mermans
Architecture & Design, we took great care in collecting unique
pieces to complement her growing collection. With an open
concept, every space is within eyeshot of the other, so continuity was important to both of us.
The living area now houses more abstract pieces with the
addition of a metal console and coffee table, mixed with vintage
leather and wood, atop a must-have area rug from The Rug
Company. Their rugs are truly art, and you have the ability to
create custom sizes and colors.
As you scan the space, the dining area dips into the living
space, again filled with special, unique pieces. We had a

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MEKENZIE LOLI.

BY BETH KEIM

“CHANNEL YOUR ARTISTIC SIDE
WHEN CREATING YOUR SPACE.
BE ORIGINAL. BE UNIQUE!”

custom hide rug made with the help of Kyle Bunting, and Josh Utsey created the
most beautiful dining table with brass details. The wallpaper by Mark Alexander
is stitched and textured. Jacob Wolfe and Tuan Le constructed a unique metal
console, all welded and buffed. This is a comfortable space that is used and
lounged-in regularly, which is exactly the point.
The well-appointed kitchen mixes both wood and painted cabinetry with
brass details and a spectacular backsplash from Palmetto Tile, one of my
favorite go-tos. We used large drum pendants to complement the larger brass
and matte-black pieces in the nearby room.
I’ve always been a big believer in hunting for original items, and there’s
nothing I love more than working with someone who feels the same. Channel
your artistic side when creating your space. Be original. Be unique! u
BETH KEIM is the owner of LUCY AND COMPANY, a full-service interior design firm located at 2108 South Boulevard, Suite 213.
For more information, visit LUCYANDCOMPANY.COM or call 704-342-6655.
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704-228-4767

Photography courtesy of architect: Chris Bonner.

At Lantern & Scroll we do things differently by manufacturing the highest
quality luxury lighting at an affordable price, backed by our lifetime warranty.
A brilliant first impression starts with lighting, and we are here to help.
SHOP NOW

LANTERNANDSCROLL.COM • 704.397.4809 • 2202 HAWKINS STREET, CHARLOTTE, NC 28203

An

Iconic
Brand

Building on the centuries-long reputation of the
preeminent auction house, the Sotheby’s International
Realty® brand is recognized globally with unparalleled
prestige. Our unrivaled real estate services
continue a legacy of unmatched quality and expertise.
Let’s have a conversation about how our iconic brand
can help you find your dream home in the
South Carolina Lowcountry.

peacesir.com • 843.237.7711
debordieu.com • 843.546.4176

Large Oceanfront Beach Home

Exquisite & Expansive

Stunning Southern Style

468 Myrtle Avenue - Pawleys Island
8 BED | 8 Full BA | $2,800,000
Perry Peace 843.241.1509

3734 Vanderbilt Blvd - Prince George Ocean
4 BED | 6 Full BA | 3 Partial BA| $2,800,000
Carol Jayroe & Rhonda Sawyer 843.240.4492

1262 Wallace Pate Dr - DeBordieu Colony
4 BED | 3 Full BA | 1 Partial BA| $1,025,000
Toby Avant 843.833.9566

Exudes Elegance & Luxury

Beautifully Kept Brick Home

Spectacular Golf Vantages

79 Sweetgrass Lane - DeBordieu Colony
4 BED | 4 Full BA | 1 Partial BA| $ 1,025,000
The Roper Group 843.450.8273

63 Summer Duck Lane - Willbrook Plantation
4 BED | 3 Full BA | 1 Partial BA | $ 665,000
Lauren Fournier 843.855.4799

76 Sandy Meadow Lp - Willbrook Plantation
3 BED | 2 Full BA | 1 Partial BA| $610,000
Mariah Johnson 843.251.1686

OFFICES: 129 LUVAN BOULEVARD GEORGETOWN, SC 29440 | 35 CAPERS WAY, PAWLEYS ISLAND, SC 29585
Peace Sotheby’s International Realty fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Each Franchise is Independently Owned and Operated.
This offering is subject to errors, omissions, changes including price or withdrawal without notice.

COX DOOR COMPANY

HOME | COMMERCIAL | RESIDENTIAL | SALES | SERVICE
Cox Door is 31 years in the Charlotte market. We stand behind each and every door, install, service
and preventative maintenance that we do. With great craftsmanship comes great responsibility. This
is why we also stand behind the quality accessories that are part and parcel of these great doors.
We fix, maintain, source and install any door or part that you need. From coils, to openers, advice of
maintenance; call us and we will send our experts in the field to you.
COXDOOR.COM | 704-821-8898 EXT. 213 | PHILCOX@COXDOOR.COM

Making the most of staying at home.
L.E.D. UPGRADES • SERVICE • NEW INSTALLATIONS

Beautifully lighting Charlotte’s ﬁnest homes since 1995.
hello@imagineoutdoorlighting.com | 704.235.2611 | imagineoutdoorlighting.com

GREYSTONE TOWNHOMES | CHARLOTTE, NC

Beautiful Newly Constructed Greystone Townhomes have 3 beds, 3.5 Baths, over 2,400 square feet, and are in a perfect location!
SouthEnd Restaurants, Breweries, & Light Rail are steps away plus Uptown, Dilworth, & Freedom Park are a minute’s drive!
Tour the model at 547 Greystone Road, Charlotte, NC | Starting in the Mid $600s
MLS 3596275, 3596928, 3597343

8728 ARBOR COMMONS LN | CONCORD, NC

Prestigious 7 BR Estate on 2 Acres! Custom Built by Simonini in the gorgeous gated community of Arbor Oaks. Must see to appreciate the countless
custom features & high-end finishes of this exquisite 9400 sqft residence. Perfect location just off I-85 with quick access to uptown Charlotte and airport.
$1,997,000
MLS 3554175

RORY CUMMINS | 704.622.4865
5925 Carnegie Blvd, Ste 250 | Charlotte, NC 28209
rcummins@kw.com | rorycummins.kwrealty.com

Broker/Realtor®

Art We Heart

Curt Butler Solo Show

SOCO Gallery
Through March 5
soco-gallery.com

HPxD
February 10–13
hpxd.org

Shain Gallery
March 12–25
shaingallery.com

HPxD invites you to a three-day
celebration and exhibition of all
things art, including emerging new
talent and established artists at
twenty HPxD flagship showrooms
throughout High Point. The showrooms are spacious and spaced,
supporting natural social distancing.
Please note that masks are required.
Visit hpxd.org for more information.

Through Kaleidoscope Eyes, New
York–based artist Halsey Hathaway’s
second exhibition at SOCO Gallery,
features nine large-scale paintings
exploring space, light, color, and form.
Building on additive and retrogressive
color structures, an interplay between
opaque and stain layers, Hathaway
creates an illusion of new forms and
colors. The viewer is encouraged to
visit the paintings multiple times in
order to explore how shifts of light
influence the soft geometry and color
structure. Through Kaleidoscope Eyes
will be on view to the public and by
private appointment.
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Currently painting out of his Gastonia
home, local artist Curt Butler enjoys
sharing his passion and knowledge
with others to create a journey for
someone else. The artist’s interest in
impasto and scumbling techniques is
evident in his latest works using oil
and encaustic, which will be on solo
exhibition at Shain Gallery beginning in
mid-March. “I enjoy the play of carving
back into the wax with a palette knife to
create different textures,” Butler says.
“Heating up the wax allows me to fuse
layers of paint to create a surface that
is varied and complex. Each layer must
be carefully fused to the next to ensure
there is no cracking.”

LEFT TO RIGHT: PHOTOGRAPHY BY LANCE BREWER, COURTESY OF SOCO GALLERY; ART BY JON ROLLINS, COURTESY OF HPXD; ART BY CURT BUTLER, COURTESY OF SHAIN GALLERY.

Through Kaleidoscope Eyes

THE AREA’S PREMIERE RESOURCE
FOR KITCHEN & BATH CABINETRY

Photography by @Laureywglenn

CUSTOM CLOSETS • HOME OFFICE • MUD ROOM & BUILT INS • GARAGE STORAGE

Southend Showroom:
305 Foster Avenue, Suite 200
Charlotte, North Carolina 28203
704-778-6814
impactDesignResources.com

CALL TODAY TO ARRANGE A CONSULTATION WITH ONE OF OUR EXPERIENCED DESIGNERS.
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Introducing

KATHERINE BOXALL
Intelligent Abstraction
On View Through March 6

625 South Sharon Amity Road
Charlotte, NC 28211
704-365-3000
gallery@jeraldmelberg.com
www.jeraldmelberg.com
M-F 10-6 Sat 10-4
CHERRY COLA, 2020
Acrylic, House Paint, Pastel and Oil on Canvas , 60 x 48 inches

D E CO R AT I V E H A R DWA R E
PLUMBING FIXTURES
B AT H ACC E S S O R I E S

2228 HAWKINS STREET
704.344.9955
BIRDDECORATIVEHARDWARE.COM

2212 Hawkins Street • 704.334.2478 • acquisitionsinteriors.com
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Frank Smith
R e si den t i a l De sig n Inc .

704.332.4075
w w w. f r a n k s m i t h d e s i g n . c o m

@frank_smith_residential_design

